
Aspen Aerogels is hiring in
East  Providence  for  Night
production operators

NOW HIRING-NIGHT PRODUCTION OPERATORS:

Aspen Aerogels is looking for night Production Operators to
work 6P-6A that have long term experience on the night shift.
This position pays $19.00 hourly and has an excellent benefits
package that starts on your first day.

The Production Operators we seek will be responsible for:
operating a computerized process control system and maintain
production  records;  setting  up  and  operating  manufacturing
machines  such  as  casting/conveyor  tables,  re-winders,
extractors  and  other  equipment  as  required;  monitoring,
inspecting  and  documenting  products  for  compliance  to
specifications, and monitoring machine performance to ensure
tolerances and product acceptability. Must be able to work 12-
hour shifts; 4 days on/ 4 days off. Day and night shifts are
available however our main need is for nights. Availability
for overtime required.

Please apply online at the link below or email resume to:
jgordon@aerogel.com

https://workforcenow.adp.com/mascsr/default/mdf/recruitment/re
cruitment.html?cid=18a7003d-847c-4c3b-
b798-222001e10983&jobId=210375&lang=en_US&source=CC3

Aspen  Aerogels  Inc.  is  an  equal  opportunity  employer.  We
evaluate qualified applicants without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national
origin,  disability,  veteran  status,  and  other  legally
protected  characteristics.
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Aspen  Aerogels,  Inc.  is  committed  to  working  with  and
providing  reasonable  accommodations  to  individuals  with
disabilities.

For Our Rhode Island Applicants: Aspen Aerogels, Inc. is an
equal opportunity employer. We evaluate qualified applicants
without  regard  to  race,  color,  religion,  sex,  sexual
orientation,  gender  identity,  national  origin,  disability,
veteran status, and other legally protected characteristics.
The East Providence, RI facility of Aspen Aerogels is subject
to Title 28, Chapter 29-6.2 of Rhode Island General Laws,
which governs Worker’s Compensation.

__________________________________________
About Us: Aspen Aerogels, Inc. is a leading energy technology
company providing innovative thermal management solutions to
the $2.8 billion energy insulation market. Aspen’s aerogel
insulation is up to five times more effective than traditional
insulation materials, while being industrially robust across a
broad temperature range in a space-saving, easy-to-use form,
making it the most efficient industrial insulation on the
market. Our products are used by leading global companies in
key energy market segments including Refining, Petrochemical,
LNG, Power, and Subsea.

WEBSITE: aerogel.com/
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